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Starting point is Partido Alto, a kind of Samba, retraces to Madureira, his father's neighborhood in Rio de Janeiro. 
Alexandre Carlo vocalist of Brasilia's reggae band NatiRuts presents us his solo project “Quartz”, restoring and revisiting 
Brasilia's Black Music. As a composer of the brand new generation of Brazilian music scene, he enhances and refines his 
own talent, as well as a musician, as well as a researcher, in proposal to fusion Samba, Soul music and North American 
Funk, as a result due his intimacy with James Brown, Earth Wind & Fire and Jorge Benjor albuns from his father’s 
collection. 
 
There's synergy, revisited and enlarged by "Venha me encontrar". This song opens up an imaginary gate of references to 
Black Rio Band and the Baile Charme of Clube Pandiá, very popular parties in the seventies specially in his hometown, at 
the militar district of Brasilia.  Baile Charme of Pandiá is a special kind of party, where a specific sort of american black 
music is played and where people used to meet with each other, celebrate, dance and move their bodies according to 
“ARUC groove´s” ( A.R.U.C :: Association Recreative Cultural Unite of Cruzeiro district ) . The song "Last Night", with 
Brazilian rapper Rashid, brings out a fantastic performance, in an awesome way, and the song arrives, at the same time, 
danceable and smooth, revealing subtle new routes of a love night. 
 
In the groove-ballad  “Comment Allez Vous" the password is given to gentlemen, deeply in love with their lovers, in a 
cared, concerned way of tenderness, a perfect company while seeping the liquid poetry of the finest wineyards of the 
world. "Tava com saudade" swings analogically in tune with the digitally, logical Brazilian percussion, and its peculiar 
creative percussion process, putting together some layers of funk carioca. Alexandre as a multiplural artist, has invited a 
selected group of talents from Brasilia, such as Ellen Oléria, Felipe Portilho, Leander Motta, and many other partners, 
affirming this unique blend of talents, converging this album project in to a formidable sample also due the collaboration 
of Daniel Félix, song engineer and Alexandre’s partner. 
 
 
This album emerges with a musical repertoir that always followed him, as a very talented composer of Brazilian music, 
beside his reggae career. In a very simple, directly and sophisticated way, like other artists did, such as in the prophetic 
similar "audiovisceral" of Renato Matos, Athos Bulcão, Lúcio Costa and Oscar Niemeyer had already impressed through 
the sunset, to look at the Cerrado sky and imagine all this splendour and magnificence in front of you. Alexandre 
encourages a multicultural Brasilia native Indian brazilian, carioca, paulista, baiana each of them being finely treated 
resulting into a genuine Brasilia-samba-funk assemblage. An invigorating elegance will reverberate without a hurry inside 
curious ears, with the purpose to update and revise Brazilian music. Inspiration for the new sound sketches for self-worth, 
recognized as well at the rhythm coming out through a mere match box, such as through the panoramic smile of this poet, 
Alexandre is always connected to the four corners of the ear of Brazilian life, floating with his poetry in every direction. 
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